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Outline
• ATLAS B-physics strategy,
detector and trigger
• CP violation effects and sensitivity to
physics beyond the standard model
• Rare B-decays
It is a pleasure to give this talk in the United Kingdom, which provides both of B-Physics 
conveners in ATLAS and is deeply involved in many of the studies presented here. 
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B Physics at LHC
• LHC at CERN:
proton-proton collisions at √s = 14 TeV, bunch 
crossing rate 40 kHz circumference 27 km   ,   
• 4 experiments at LHC
– ATLAS/CMS: general purpose detectors   
– LHCb: for dedicated B-Physics
– ALICE: for heavy ion physics 
• High bb production cross section: ~ 500 µb
(~ 1 bb pair in 100 p-p collisions). 
Those of interest must be selected by 
efficient B-trigger.
• Luminosity operation plans:
– about 100 pb-1 in 2008,
– more than 1 fb-1 in 2009
reaching then luminosity  of 1033 cm-2 s-1
1(~10 fb-  per year)
– Design:
high-luminosity: 1034 cm-2s-1
( 100 fb 1 )
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~  - per year
General Strategy for B Physics at ATLAS
• ATLAS is a general-purpose experiment:
main emphasis on high-pT physics beyond the Standard Model
• ATLAS has also capabilities for a rich B-physics programme:
precise vertexing and tracking, good muon identification, high-resolution calorimetry,
d di t d d fl ibl B h i t i he ca e  an  ex e -p ys cs r gger sc eme.
• ATLAS has a well-defined B-physics programme for all stages of the LHC operation:
• H ge b hadron prod ction statistics allo precise measurements of their propertiesu  -  u   w    
• Theoretical descriptions of heavy flavoured hadrons need input from LHC
• Precision measurements already achievable after one year of data taking
• Measurements extending the discovery potential for physics beyond SM  
measurements of CP violation parameters that are predicted to be small in the SM
(e.g in Bs → J/ψφ(η) ) 
measurements of rare B-decays
(Bd → K*γ , Bd → K*μμ , Bs → φγ , Bs → φμμ , Bs → γμμ , B → μμ )
• Focus on physics topics that will not be accessible for the B-factories
mainly Bs, baryon and double heavy flavour hadrons 
(Bs → Dsπ , Bs → J/ψφ(η) ,  Λb → J/ψΛ0 , …)
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ATLAS Experiment
46 m long 22 m diameter 7'000 t total weight
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ATLAS Multi Level Trigger
LEVEL 1 TRIGGER
d b d ( GA AS C )• Har ware ase  FP s I s
• Uses coarse granularity calorimeter
and muon information




d.  μs • Full granularity within RoI
• Confirm LVL1 trigger
• Combine info from different 













• Refines LVL2 selection using















o ne- e  a gor t ms 
• Better alignment and 




~  z ou
B physics will be using ~10% of total trigger resources: 
fast efficient and selective trigger strategies needed
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Trigger Strategies for B-Physics
• limited bandwidth for B-triggers:
highly efficient and selective trigger needed.


























all single μ h (hadron)
ATLAS μ−rates for  14 TeV and 1033cm-2s-1
challenge to trigger on those events
• many b-decays contain J/ψ :
useful for calibration, optimization and understanding of 




















etector, tr gger as we  as -p ys cs
• B-trigger is based on single- and di-muons in final state




















• lower lumi (< 2*1033 cm-2s-1)




















• use LVL1 Regions of Interest (RoI) to seed LVL2 reconstruction:
• Jet RoI: for hadronic final states (e.g. Bs → Ds(φπ)π)


















• Muon RoI: to recover di-muon final-states in which second muon was missed  at LVL1
• LVL1 di-muon trigger



















• LVL1 di-μ trigger
• B → J/ψ(μμ) , rare decays (B → μμ, B → K0*μμ), double semi leptonic decays
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• Developments and studies by Rutherford, Technion (Haifa) and Tokio
CP violation in Bs→J/ψφ
Φs = -2λ2η = -2χ :  tiny in SM (-0.036±0.003 from CKM fitter)
σ(Φs)         ~   0.046  (for ms=20 ps-1)
σ(ΔΓs)/ΔΓs = 13% 
σ(Γs)/Γs         =   1% 
Results for 30 fb-1 luminosity:
signal events:                                                270.000
Bs mass resolution:                                       16.5 MeV
σ(A||)/ A|| =   0.9%
σ(AT)/ AT =   3%
Background from J/Ψ K0* and bb → J/ΨX: 15 %
ε(tag) / wrong tag fraction  jet charge           63.0 % / 38 %




















New Physics could lead to enhanced 
d bl CP i l ti














an  measura e  v o a on.
7 parameters extracted in maximum likelihood 














A||(t=0), AT(t=0), δ1, δ2 (2 ind. magnitudes and phases)














- despite enormous LHC statistics and well-controlled
background – several parameters get highly correlated 
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Δms-Φs correlation, Δms was fixed Results from Lancaster University
Δms Measurement
:system/ 00 −ss BB
Mixing due to weak interaction:
in B0s →Dsπ , B0s →Dsa1 decays:
0
ΔΓΓ⎞⎛ ΔΓ 22 CDF
Probability that initially (t=0) pure Bs is measured























  sens t v ty
(ps-1)
ATLAS sensitivity:
Given the low value measured by CDF,
ATLAS will be able to measure Δms 10 16.5 26.5
20 20.0 29.0
      
with ~10 fb-1 (one year).
B0s →Dsπ :  Univ. Innsbruck
0
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30 21.9 30.5B s →Dsa1:  Univ. Siegen
Rare B-Decays
b → d s transitions (FCNC) are forbidden at the tree level in SM and occur at the  ,               
lowest order through one-loop-diagrams “penguin” and “box”
Main points to study:
good test of SM and its possible extensions  
information of the long distance QCD effects   -   
determination of the |Vtd| and |Vts|
some of the rare decays as background to other rare decays
(f l B 0 + bk f B + )or examp e d→π μ μ- as g or d,s→μ μ-  
Bs→μ+μ-
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ATLAS offline analysis : BsÆμμ
C t B0 signal BG (bbÆμμX)
Expected signal v.s. inclusive bbÆμμX background
u s s  
pT>6 GeV, ΔRμμ<0.9 50 events 6.0×106 events
Mμμcut (Mμμ = MBs+140-70 MeV) 0.77 2×10-2
Isolation cut:
no charged tracks with pT > 0.8 GeV 




vertex fit with pointing to primary
0.4 < 0.7×10-4
      
vertex constraint
All cuts 7 20±12
Background: lcl
lBlBB νμμνμμνμπ μ +−++−+++− →→→ ,,0
KKBKBBB −+−+ 000
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sdsd →→→→ ,,, πγμμμμπ
Projected upper limits : BsÆμμ
extraction of upper limit on Br(Bs →μμ) (from 7 signal and (20±12) background events)









ATLAS experiment expects to reach
the sensitivity of SM prediction
Tevatron projection
Still factor of 10 above ATLAS has proven that the measurement of BsÆμμ is 
still feasible at nominal LHC luminosity 1034cm-2s-1. 
This would mean 100 fb-1 just in one year.
A l i b U i f M B d L
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na ys s y n v. o  oscow, ergen an  ancaster
Semi-muonic exclusive rare B-decays in ATLAS
 BR used in MC Decay channel Signal events Background upper limit
expected statistics of reconstructed events at L = 30 fb-1
ATLAS statistics errors
1.3 x 10-6  Bd → K0* μμ 2500 12000
1.0 x 10-6  Bs → Φμμ 900 10000
3 5 10-7 B+ K+ 4000 12000 SM model theory
MSSM with C7eff > 0
.  x  →  μμ
6.4 x 10-7  B+ → K*+ μμ 2300 12000
2.0 x 10-6  Λb → Λμμ 800 4000
• AFB shape and BR provides strong 
indirect tests of BSM physics ATLAS statistical errors
Λb→Λμμ: 800 events with 30 fb-1
• shape of distribution sensitive to 
trigger and offline selection cuts, 
i ll l 2 i
  
6% in this area
espec a y at ow q reg on
• small μμ opening angle is trigger challenging
• Λb example: 
d d ietector acceptance an  tr gger muon:
pT cuts prefers higher q2 and causes AFB
reduction by factor of 0.6 at q2/Mb2 < 0.1
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Analysis by Univ. Prague, Cosenza and Moscow
Conclusions
● well-defined B-Physics programme
● different Trigger Strategies for low and high 
luminosity phases well-prepared
CP violation studies for B●     s
● rare B-decays measurable with ATLAS sensitive to 
BSM.
● precision B-physics measurements provide an 
additional method for searches for new physics at 
LHC
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